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This is an exciting year for us! Among the many highlights to grace the calendar this year, the spotlight 
shines upon two major milestones to be celebrated within our company. 
 
The first key event, embraces our past, present and future. I’m happy to announce that Beaudin Ganze 
Consulting Engineers, Inc. is becoming BG Buildingworks, Inc. on February 25. As we embark on the 
next step in our journey and continue to grow our brand, we are pleased to share this change with you 
- our clients, vendors, teaming partners, and friends! 
 
As some of you may know, changing a business name is not undertaken lightly and we are proud of our 
history. With careful consideration and time to coin our new moniker, choosing BG Buildingworks was 
purposeful. Beyond the change in colors and fantastic new logo, we not only recognize a final step in 
the transition from our founders’ vision, but we transcend our origins as consulting engineers into a 
collective of diverse professionals.  
 
For most of you, this cosmetic change will be relatively seamless as we maintain our prior technical 
expertise and capabilities and retain the historical and financial stability that you experienced with 
Beaudin Ganze. We continue to offer a portfolio of great services and endeavor to be more than just a 
typical consultant. 
 
At BG Buildingworks (BG), we employ some of the best within the A/E/C industry and encourage each 
individual within our organization to grow both professionally and personally, so that when you call 
upon us, you interact with a dynamic team. Regardless of who designs a facility, commissions a system, 
illuminates a space, issues an invoice, or answers a phone, BG wants you to experience the highest 
level of professionalism, enthusiasm, and technical expertise we can offer. 
 
The second milestone complements the first – this year marks BG’s 25th anniversary of being in 
business. In 1991, our company was founded on the principal tenets of engineering excellence and 
client satisfaction. Today, we continue to strive for this distinction and fulfillment with every design 
and commissioning project we assume. BG works to continuously improve our methods which allows us 
to ultimately deliver not only fundamentally-sound designs, but innovative solutions to achieve a 
project’s needs and wants.  
 
As BG’s president, I have been fortunate over the nearly two decades of my career to see this company 
evolve and expand our professional capabilities. During my tenure, I’ve witnessed the cultivation of 
close relationships with clients and teaming partners from diverse industries, and the enjoyment of a 
multitude of creative and successful projects. Since my ascension to BG’s leadership helm in 2015, I’m 
constantly reminded what a great team and fine company I work for and am eager to navigate us into 
the next chapter of our business. 
 
To everyone, let me be the first to say we look forward to celebrating the aforementioned milestones 
with you and it is my firm belief that as BG Buildingworks turns the page, you too will reap the benefits 
of these exciting changes. BG relishes the current and future opportunities to raise the bar on finding 
solutions to the most challenging aspects of a project and being a better consultant - we encourage you 
to expect more. 
 
We are BG Buildingworks – Systems Fulfilled. 
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